In today's climate of rising nationalism and extreme-right politics, with its attendant xenophobia and anti-immigration poli cies, 1 Barry Freeman's book, Staging Strangers: Theatre and Global Ethics, is an urgent and timely exploration of the importance of theatre to ethical encounters with difference. Presently, political debates construct 'the other' as a figure to fear and as a threat to national 'existence,' catalyzing a relational formation of 'us' against 'them' that perpetuates the dehistoricization and depersonaliza tion of 'other' bodies. Freeman's work endeavours to challenge this formation and suggests that theatre provides alternate ways to relate to cultural difference through the metaphoric figure of 'the stranger' as a discursive structure that is "simultaneously inside and outside the boundary of an imagined community, recruited will ingly or not into that community's effort to define itself " (xviii).
With precision and intellect, Freeman layers multiple theor etical frameworks to examine Canadian theatre, primarily focus ing on performance in Toronto. Freeman fruitfully explores how the definition and production of who is a stranger is contextually contingent and changes over time, as well as the ways in which it is a construct of complex power relations in society regarding nationalism, multiculturalism, and globalization. In addition to his conceptualization of the stranger, Freeman interweaves Zyg munt Bauman's notion of 'liquid modernity'-a theorization of the effects of neoliberalism, globalization, and rampant consum erism on eroding public spaces and social alienation-to analyze the ways in which Canadian theatre is shaped by and responds to these pressing concerns. Freeman's rationale for focusing on To ronto is grounded in his twenty years' lived experience there, as well as the ways that cultural diversity has become a defining fea ture of the city and its identity. Discourses of cultural difference, especially multiculturalism, are mobilized as defining character istics in both civic and cultural institutions and their practices. This construction, however, is not without the tensions of politics of recognition or of ethical considerations, which Freeman exten sively explores through his study of Toronto theatre.
The book uses the discursive figure of the stranger as a framework to navigate the history of difference in the shifting landscape of Toronto theatre following the Second World War.
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The Strangers Within and Outside the Canadian Stage | VIEWS AND REVIEWS Structurally, the book shifts between two different formations of the stranger on the stage, with chapters two and three focusing on the stranger 'within' the nation in the form of recent immigrant and second-generation Canadian experiences, and chapters four and five examining "distant strangers" outside the nation in a shift toward "global, ethical relationships" (28). Freeman executes this shift through a critical methodology that balances the analysis of dramaturgical and textual elements with an exploration of condi tions of production and reception. Within Canadian multicultur alism, Freeman argues, bodies culturally marked as different are performed and are performing at the 'threshold' of the nation, simultaneously located at the point of belonging within and out side of the nation. As an in-between and ambivalent space of per formance, the threshold signifies not only the ways in which the stranger is mobilized as part of defining and reaffirming dominant society, but also the ways the stranger is productively positioned, Freeman asserts, to "challenge calcified or stagnant notions of community" (137).
Beginning chapter two with an examination of the ways To ronto-based Nové divadhlo, a Czech and Slovak non-professional theatre company, stages strangers, Freeman challenges the static, 'folkloric' framing of cultural others encouraged by Canadian multicultural discourses. Rather, Freeman argues, Nové divadhlo's commitment to "constant exchange with the Czech and Slovak professional theatre repertoire and industry" infers a globalism that cannot be reduced to culturally "ghettoized" theatre (48-49). In the following chapter, Freeman examines three generational family dramas-Betty Quan's Mother Tongue, Catherine Her nandez's Singkil, and Ins Choi's Kim's Convenience-produced between 2001 and 2014, which depict in-betweenness and a sense of conflicted identity for their second-generation characters. While overcoming the criticisms of nostalgia or dehistoricization of its predecessors and reclaiming the "private space of the genera tional family drama as an important, and gendered, public drama" (79), Freeman suggests that this genre may have 'domesticated' the stranger without further interrogating the structural forces that maintain barriers to fuller participation in society.
Chapters four and five of Staging Strangers chart a turn in perspective from the previous focus on strangers within the nation to those who are 'distant' or outside of Canada. In doing so, Free man articulates his most complex ethical arguments in relation to staging strangers, by examining the new forms and practices that have developed-and are developing-in response to the chal lenges of the current globalized context. The attention Freeman pays to the way the stranger is staged and stages themself in To ronto's theatre right now opens a significant discussion regarding the way "theatre unfolds the human condition through relation ships, in the way it may put a 'human face' on otherwise unknow able strangers, or in the way it may engage an audience of active citizens" (27). Using examples from Rahul Varma's Bhopal, Amin Ghazali's Sheep and the Whale, and Matthew Mackenzie's SIA, Freeman identifies a new type of stranger appearing with greater frequency on the stage: a stranger who is distant, situated not only at the interstices between the local and the national, but also at "the threshold of a human community, somehow excluded or left behind by global modernity" (85). Freeman describes these plays as exemplifying a poetics of a "new melodrama of globalization"; a form that responds to the experience of globalization and those who are marginalized, invoking tropes of a 'white knight' to help distant strangers. Freeman argues that while the new melodrama of globalization still has a pedagogical function in the audience's encounter with distant strangers, the form itself falls short of closely investigating or troubling the nature of the audience's rela tionship with the 'other.'
Freeman continues interrogating the role of the audience in his last chapter by exploring the problems and possibilities of 'making strange' the audience through immersive and participa tory practices. This chapter examines the potentially generative ef fects of creating active audiences in It's a Freedom Thing Theatre's site-specific Nightmare/Dream and in Debajehmujig Storytellers's performances of The Global Savages in public outdoor spaces. These performances, Freeman argues, illustrate how immersion and participation can be used to mutually implicate audiences and actors through performance and to ethically activate an audience to engage with difference in dynamic and undetermined ways. It is important to note that, without studies of audience responses, Freeman surrogates his own spectatorial experience to explore the relationship between the audience and the stranger. Freeman ac knowledges this limitation: that more empirical and qualitative research is required on audience reception in encountering differ ence in the theatre.
This book hints at the potential for a reorientation of Bertolt Brecht's work for an ethical approach to encountering difference in the theatre. That Freeman chooses not to foreground Brecht is perplexing, given the ways in which Freeman's work critiques and questions the representational structures of both play texts and performances. In his contribution to the collection In Defence of Theatre, Freeman explicitly and persuasively explores Brecht in relation to Debajehmujig's performance, which is an approach that could have been further developed and explored in this book to great effect. The language of this work draws upon no tions of 'making strange,' distance and distancing, strangeness and stranger, which finds points of connection with Brecht's concept of Verfremdungseffekt (from the word verfremden 'to estrange'). Moreover, in chapter five, in particular, Brecht's influence is keen ly felt when Freeman discusses how his case studies "quite liter ally expose differentials of power, the material forces that create or maintain the stranger's strangeness, or historical conditions that haunt the present moment" (132). As such, it feels that Freeman is at the threshold of a larger project in reformulating Brecht for theatre in 'liquid' times. The potential for this reorientation raises the intriguing question: Can Verfremdungseffekt have an ethic al aim not only as a practice, but also as a critical lens? As such, Freeman misses the opportunity of either making these connec tions clear or, conversely, articulating why his approach moves beyond Brecht.
Staging Strangers is a significant contribution to the study of theatre in Canada that combines complex theories with practice and provides illustrative examples to explore the ways in which theatre can ethically encounter difference in an age of 'liquid mo dernity.' Staging Strangers challenges its readers to question the ways in which they position themselves-and are positionedin relation to the 'stranger' through theatre, and how that (re) produces particular effects. Barry Freeman draws the reader's attention to the fact that there isn't a single way for theatre to 'correctly' encounter difference, and that ethics too is fraught with contradictions and ambivalences. Such indeterminancy, as Free man illustrates in this book, is precisely why theatre matters as a medium that can explore, in multiple ways, questions of ethics and being with difference in a complex globalized world.
Notes
1 See Donald Trump's presidency and the rise of the 'alt-right' in the US, the proliferation of far-right groups in Canada, as well as Brexit and recent elections across Europe in which the far-right has made substantial gains running on anti-immigrant platforms and nation alist agendas. 
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